SPECIAL REPORT

Small sats aim to provide on-demand tactical-level imagery for warfighters

SALLY COLE, SENIOR EDITOR

Raytheon is sending a one-of-a-kind small satellite to low Earth orbit to do a proof of concept of a prototype design - originally developed for the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) - to provide useful imagery directly to military users in the field.

Read More +

MIL TECH TRENDS

Mission requirements, reduced SWaP drive power supply innovations

MARIANA IRIARTE, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Reduced size, weight, and power (SWaP) and increased standardization requirements for applications from unmanned aircraft to ground vehicles to portable communications systems are driving military power supply designs.

Read More +
SRCTec, LLC

Expertise in the manufacture, assemble, test and support of complex RF systems

Elma Electronic

3U VPX SOSA Ethernet Switch

Pentek

6.4 GHz A/D and D/A Module for Wideband Defense, Radar & Communication Applications

CYBERSECURITY UPDATE

GAO: DoD has a pervasive weapon systems cybersecurity problem

SALLY COLE, SENIOR EDITOR

Weapon systems operated by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) are more software-dependent and networked than ever before, which a new General Accounting Office (GAO) report says opens the door to mission-critical cyber vulnerabilities.

Read More +

SPECIAL REPORT

Reduce smallsat component costs by bridging gap between commercial and QML Class V options

KEN O'NEILL MICROSEMI

Constellations of small satellites (smallsats) promise to bring tangible benefits to national security space (NSS) programs, where there is a critical need to minimize construction and deployment costs.

Read More +
Data Device Corporation (DDC)
Reduce Costs & Risk with COTS 270VDC/150A, 12-Ch. Solid-State Power Controller!

Omnetics Connector Corporation
Save Space and Weight with Rugged Micro and Nano Miniature Connectors

Pixus Technologies
New OpenVPX Solutions from Pixus Technologies

MIL TECH TRENDS
Engineering integrity into critical data-rate connectivity
GREGORY POWERS, W.L. GORE & ASSOCIATES, INC

Think about the anxious feeling you get when you’re doing a presentation for an important audience and your laptop freezes. Now imagine you’re a pilot flying above contested territory and relying upon cutting-edge defensive systems to protect your mission, your team, and yourself.

SPONSORED CONTENT
ADLINK’s DDS-based TSS Software is Aligned to the FACE Technical Standard for the Aviation Sector
ADLINK TECHNOLOGY
ADLINK has developed its Vortex DDS implementation as a reference to align to the FACE Technical Standard Edition 2.1.1 TSS, using DDS as the underlying transport layer. This is fully compatible and interoperable with the commercially supported Vortex OpenSpliceTM V6.10 solution.
Optimizing avionics reliability with dissimilar redundant architectures

RICK HEARN, CURTISS-WRIGHT DEFENSE SOLUTIONS

The potential consequences and acceptable probability of failure of an avionics system dictate the Design Assurance Level (DAL) that must be met in order for it to be certified for flight. The key computing elements of a system – such as the single-board computers (SBCs)...

Read More +
SPONSORED WHITE PAPER

Catalyze Operational Improvements with AI

ADLINK

AI is able to mimic the human eye and brain, addressing scenarios that cannot be tackled with rule-based machine vision. AI-enabled machine vision can, for instance, detect and classify manufacturing defects at high levels of accuracy for better quality assurance in manufacturing, and identify and notify stakeholders of dangerous driving behavior to improve road safety for smart cities. Download the solution brief to learn how to kickass in AI.

SPONSORED PRODUCT

Annapolis Micro Systems

Ultra-Low Latency DRFM-Optimized Mezzanine Cards

CONTEST

Submit Your Product Entries for the Best In Show Awards

Get your hardware/software solution recognized at the top Defense Electronics shows in the U.S. and Europe.

Military Embedded Systems will be highlighting the best products and solutions at the defense electronics industry's top trade shows across the US and Europe.

- Build publicity around your products at the event
- Get recognized by our audience of Defense Prime Contractors, and System Integrators, and to Embedded COTS Suppliers
Winners will be announced at the respective events.

Register Here +

Meeting Military Data Signal Analysis Imperatives
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